




Two ancient cultures together
Born, raised and designed in the Ebro Region, 
World Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO.



Mediterranean Heritage
The Macrobonsai® Centennial & Millennial 
Olive Trees are the oldest living heritage from 
Mediterranean Region. 



“A sea amid the land” which has been 
cradle of  cultures and civilizations, 
both east and west.
From the Persians to Phoenicians, from the 
Egyptian Pharaohs to Greek philosophers. 
From Xerxes to Alexander the Great. From 
Cleopatra to Julius Caesar.
Jews, Christians and Muslims, atheist and 
pagans. All have admired the majesty and 
generosity of  olive trees over the centuries.



The legendary beauty of  the olive tree coupled with our 
patented Bonsai-pruning are an exclusive patrimony. We select 
carefully the thousand year old olive trees of  the field and we 
give them a new life, without the stress of  the production, 
taking care of  them affectionately.

Natural beauty

The Mediterranean most beautiful millennial tree 
treated with the Asian millenary tradition of  Bonsai.







“From the top of  these pyramids, 40 centuries look down on us.” 
(Napoleon to his soldiers before the Battle of  the Pyramids, 1789).
The Art of  Bonsai meant the Eternity for its creators, the 
transcendence. Macrobonsai® Olive Tree is not a just a tree. It is a 
living sculpture. It symbolizes History of  mankind. And not only will 
accompany you during life, but will last generation after generation 
between your loved ones.

Its resistance to the passage of  time carves its beauty.

The skin of  History





While the art of  Bonsai symbolizes eternity, a bridge 
between the divine and the human, between heaven 
and earth, even today an olive branch in a dove’s beak 
is the symbol of  peace. The olive tree is the tree of  
peace and harmony, as the old wise said.

To observe carefully a Macrobonsai®, water it 
and take care of  it is the opposite of  stress. It 
is the highest expression of  peace and eternity 
a plant can transmit.

Peace and Eternity





We are specialized producers of  Macrobonsai® 
Centennial & Millennial Olive Trees since more than 
20 years. All Macrobonsai® trees have Certificate of  
Origin from the Ebro Region (southern Catalonia), 
designated World Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO.

Our mission is to share the respect and love 
for olives worldwide.

Our world is Olive Tree





The Art of  Bonsai aims to recreate an idealized 
vision of  nature. Macrobonsai® carries this 
aspiration to the highest expression.

Our own patented pruning design and a 
professional team formed specifically guarantees 
our quality standards: excellence.

When nature 
& art come together



Our Macrobonsai® Olive Trees

PreBonsai Flat 
Youngster with the thinnest and densest plate in the market

PreBonsai Rounded 
Youngster pruned as the Asian old tradition



Our Macrobonsai® Olive Trees

Macrobonsai® Flat
The thinnest and densest plate in the market

Macrobonsai® Rounded
Pruned as the Asian old tradition



Macrobonsai® Lying 
Spectacular horizontality

Macrobonsai® Table
Have a drink over a centennial olive tree table

Our Macrobonsai® Olive Trees
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